
Welcome!
at TAU2018
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Program

Monday : tau properties and decays then poster session

Tuesday : Flavor puzzles and LFV, then  LHC SM and BSM

Wednesday LHC Higgs, then Neutrinos

Thursday: g-2,  αs  and muon LFV experiments

Friday : future experiments; poster winners talks, summary
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Most talks are 15 min plus few minutes for questions.

Please respect times -  the agenda is very very full !

We start at 8:30 in the morning!



Poster session
 The poster session in this evening during reception - here !

Start at 18:30 (will need some time to setup poster boards)

Please stay, enjoy the reception and look through posters! 

There will be drinks and food 

We ask you to select 3 best posters (most interesting content)

We will count points (1st place = 3 points; 2nd = 2; 3rd = 1)

IAC has a separate vote and will select 4th winner
The voting is possible till end of Wednesday sessions  
The winners will get 5 min talk on Friday
posters are also uploaded to conference webpage
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Social program
Today - reception during poster session 

we will have drinks and food

Wednesday - visit to museum

check instructions that you got with your registration!
Rijksmuseum participants - meet at museum at 15:20  ( 15 min walk)

Van Gogh museum participants - meet at museum at 16:15  

Neutrino speakers will have to be strictly on time!

Thursday, 19:30 - dinner at Long Pura restaurant, Indonesian cuisine

Lunch - a lot of restaurants and stores around

lunch is relatively short, check agenda, please return on time
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Neighbourhood
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Rijksmuseum

Van Gogh museum

dinner

lunch options

IAC meeting

Supermarket

ATM



Wi-Fi and other questions
Network                Stadsherstel

PW                        Stadsherstel    (same as network)

Limited amount of connections (less than 2 per person)

Please refrain from connecting 2 devices

 If you use laptop please disconnect your phone from wireless

For any questions or requests please email   tau2018@nikhef.nl
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tau2018 logo
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In about 1690, a Chinese trading junk sank off the 
southern coast of Vietnam, taking with it its voluminous 
cargo of valuable Ching dynasty porcelain. This cargo 
was called the Vung Tau cargo after the Vietnamese 
province off which it was recovered. The 'Vung Tau' 
porcelain is of the early Chinese Ching (Quing) 
dynasty. Its cargo intended for the Dutch East India 
Company (VOC) for distribution in Europe.

 It was discovered in mid 1980s and explored in 1990 
and brought to Cristie in Amsterdam in April 1992.

Chinese Tau cargo items Dutch Delft blue Russian Gzhel Yours as well?



Looking forward
to productive 

conference and 
your results!
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